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Motivation
Morphing Wings and Lattice Structures
Aerodynamic Efficiency Structural Efficiency
Roberts, Anthony P., and Edward J. Garboczi. "Elastic moduli of model random three-dimensional closed-cell 
cellular solids." Acta materialia 49.2 (2001): 189-197.
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Combining to Create Morphing Lattice Wings
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Active Twist Capabilities
Structural Design
Testing Approach 

Compare Geometrically Identical Rigid and 
Flexible Models
Rigid Model has Flaps to Compare to Wing 
Twist
Flexible twist
Cont. variable
Rigid flaps
Separate parts
-6˚ T.E. up to 
+10˚ T.E. down
0, ±10˚, ±20˚, 
±30˚ both sides
Rigid and Flexible Models Mounted
Alpha Sweep Testing
Symmetric Results
Comparison of Lift Curves
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Zero Lift AoA ↓
Flap Deflection ↑
Zero Lift AoA ↓
Tip Twist↑
Maximum CL Greater with Flaps
Maximum CL at 4
o Twist and 20/30o Flaps
Comparison of Drag Curves
Rigid Model Flexible Model
4o Tip Twist had a higher CL but lower CD
6o Tip Twist and 10o Flap Comparison
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Comparison of Lift/Drag Curves
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Maximum L/D Greater with Flaps
Maximum L/D at 4o Twist and 0o Flaps
AoA<8o:
Tip Twist > 0 → L/D ↑
Tip Twist < 0 → L/D ↓
AoA>8o:
Tip Twist > 0 → L/D ↓
Tip Twist < 0 → L/D ↑
Comparison of Pitching Curves
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Smaller Cm Range for Flexible Model
Pitch Stable Region can be Controlled by Twist
Asymmetric Results
Comparison of Roll Curves 
Rigid Model Flexible Model
6o Tip Twist still Comparable to 10o Flaperon
(degrees) (degrees)
Comparison of Roll Curves across Q
Roll Increases and Approaches Theory
Rigid Model Flexible Model
(degrees) (degrees)
Comparison of Yaw Curves
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Linear over Small AoANot Linear over Small AoA
(degrees) (degrees)
Comparison of Yaw Curves across Q
Rigid Model Flexible Model
Zero Yaw Point Changes with Q
(degrees) (degrees)
Stall Mitigation
Stall Mitigation Comparison
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